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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 24 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

24.1 WORD PRACTICE  
 
-GT for -TH 
 

1. math MAGT teeth TAOEGT tooth TAOGT 

2. lath LAGT lathe LAIGT path PAGT 

3. faith FAIGT sheath SHAEGT truth TRAOUGT 

4. bath BAGT bathe BAIGT myth MEUGT 

5. oath OEGT cloth KLOGT death DAEGT 

6. wrath WRAGT both BOEGT booth BAOGT 

7. wreath WRAEGT meth MEGT sloth SLOGT 

8. soothe SAOGT mouth MOUGT moth MOGT 

9. birth BIRGT forth FOERGT hearth HAERGT 

10. heather HAEGT/ER leather LAEGT/ER feather FAEGT/ER 

11. bother BOGT/ER lather LAGT/ER weather WAEGT/ER 

 

 

USE –LT FOR WORDS ENDING IN –LTH  

 

1. filth FILT wealth WAELT stealth STAELT 

2. health HAELT     
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 24 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

24.2 PRACTICE SENTENCES 
 

1. Does he have false teeth? Yes, he has false teeth. 

2. Is that the right path? Yes, that is the right path. 

3. You must tell the truth. I swear to tell the truth. 

4. Did he cut that tooth? The baby cut a tooth. 

5. Did you predict his death? I predicted the deaths. 

6. The flame brought the moths. The moth was attracted to the light. 

7. The wall is lath and plaster. Use lath on the shed. 

8. Do you use bath oil? Where are the mineral baths? 

9. His health will improve. What is the state of his health? 

10. He has a wealth of information. His wealth is astounding. 

11. You must have faith. Do you have faith in the system? 

12. The clothes are on the hearth. What type of cloth is it? 

13. You must take an oath. Take an oath of silence. 

14. Are you good at math? Don’t bother me with math. 

15. Give the sloth a bath. The feather is on the hearth. 

16. Is it just a myth? Put the knife in the sheath. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 24 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

24.3 BRIEFS  
 

1. mother MAUR father FAUR   

2. brother BRAUR sister SAUR   

3. gather GAUR rather RAUR   

4. either AOERT neither NAOERT   

5. ever -FR every -EFR   

6. before B-F because BAUZ   

7. there THR- their TH-R   

8. always ALS also L-S almost L-M 

9. already L-R all right L-RT  (ALWAYS TWO WORDS!!)   
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 24 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

24.4 BRIEF DRILL 
 

1. almost already before  because ever 

2. mother father sister brother either 

3. neither  gather rather every there 

4. all right also always minute also 

5. opinion individual before because every 

6. ever always every also before 

7. almost because already their all right 

8. father either gather before brother 

9. neither mother sister rather always 

10. every because all right there ever 

11. also almost before already their 

12. brother sister neither either always 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 24 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

24.5 PRACTICE SENTENCES: 
 

1. Can I ever be as good? How could he ever win? 

2. I would be ever so grateful. Did you ever finish the lesson? 

3. Think before you act. Finish the filing before you go. 

4. Be home before dark. Look before you leap. 

5. We already have enough. It is already time to leave. 

6. Has he already finished? I did the dishes already. 

7. Ted almost won the contest. The baby ate almost all of it. 

8. Almost the entire cake is gone. We had almost enough time. 

9. He always tries hard. The ice will always melt. 

10. Does the class always meet? He always has a new story. 

11. Look up every entry. Every store is having a sale. 

12. You could count every star. Every team is in the league. 

13. Wear it because it is cold. Check it because it was used. 

14. It wilted because of the heat. Because of the crowd we went. 

15. He said that it was all right. Is it all right to leave? 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 24 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

24.5 PRACTICE SENTENCES CONTINUED: 

16. Tell him it is all right. It is all right with us. 

17. Pay the taxes also. Try to win the trophy also. 

18. He also got credit for it. Do you want to go also? 

19. There is a lot to learn. Are you going over there? 

20. I saw their son today. Ask their opinion. 

21. My mother is here today. Their mother passed away. 

22. Gather the father and mother. His father has a lot of wealth. 

23. They are brother and sister. I have one brother and one sister. 

24. You can take either way. There are trees on either side of the house. 

25. Jess can’t go, and neither can I. If he doesn’t do it, neither will I. 

26. I would rather go with my sister. My mother would rather stay home. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 24 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

24.6 CONSONANT COMPOUNDS: 
 
-RK  and  -RD 
 

1. stark perk hark quirk mark 

2. spark torque lurk park dark 

3. shirk cork work pork fork 

4. lark bark jerk ark nark 

5. dork clerk shark smirk stork 

6. word bird ward shard cord 

7. hazard hard lard nerd gird 

8. card herd shepherd heard upward 

9. onward Ford bard sword weird 

10. board award guard wizard turd 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 24 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

24.7 PRACTICE SENTENCES  
 

1. Plan a new state park. Don’t lurk around the grounds. 

2. Please come home at dark. Don’t shirk your duty. 

3. Pull the cork on the wine. Be at work by midnight. 

4. I like pork well done. Use a knife and fork. 

5. The job has many perks. Listen to the lark. 

6. The desert has stark beauty. Mark the spot with chalk. 

7. The landscape was stark. Did you hear the dog bark? 

8. Just increase the torque. Jerk the tire off the rim. 

9. What is the latest word? The card won the game. 

10. He pretended to be a bard. We heard the crash. 

11. Lard can be used for cooking. Hiking alone can be a hazard. 

12. The ground was too hard. The shadows were weird. 

13. Tie the cord more tightly. She is a ward of the court. 

14. His first car was a Ford. It was a wooden birdhouse. 

15. Climb upward and onward. The sword was in the scabbard. 

16. The Lord is my shepherd. The cowboy rounded up the herd. 

 

 


